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ABSTRACT

A multitude of legal and administrative systems in America combine to regulate low-income people and to create and perpetuate poverty. Despite this, a literature review shows that poverty law scholarship has not analyzed how these systems interlock with each other and considered their cumulative effects on this population. The earliest poverty law scholarship, as exemplified by Stephen Wexler, was concerned with the practice of law on behalf of low-income individuals. The pioneers of the next wave of scholarship, such as Anthony Alfieri and Lucie White, incorporated postmodern theory into their work and applied it to the attorney-client relationship; however, their writing was still largely practice-based. Critiques of this scholarship were likewise concerned with its practice implications, and the next significant body of poverty law scholarship focused on where it should be situated within the academy. The movement which has come closest to this type of analysis is the ClassCrits, whose stated mission is to deconstruct laws in order to reveal the effects of economic and relational class on our legal systems. However, this school has opted not to focus on poverty in particular, and it has not made the leap to praxis. There is thus no body of work which reviews the cumulative effects of multiple laws on low-income individuals in order to inform and assist practice and policy as well as scholarship.

In this Article, I trace the history of existing poverty law scholarship and discuss the focus of each successive wave of work by considering how it would view the situation of a hypothetical low-income woman. I then argue that the existing scholarship has not considered the cumulative effects of the multiple systems which interact to regulate people living in poverty and that such an analysis is vital to a true understanding of the numerous mechanisms which act to enforce poverty. This approach, which I call Systems of Poverty, differs significantly from prior poverty law scholarship in that it requires a collaborative approach among scholars; while it is fundamentally an analytic and scholarly approach, it is also
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grounded firmly in the experience of low-income individuals and the attorneys
who serve them and has the potential to marry theory and practice in a way that
prior work has not.

I. INTRODUCTION

“For me the law is all over. I am caught, you know; there is always some
rule that I’m supposed to follow, some rule I don’t even know about
that they say. It’s just different and you can’t really understand.” These
words were spoken by Spencer, a thirty-five-year-old man on public as-
sistance (general relief), whom I first encountered in the waiting room
of a legal services office.¹

As of 2021, studies estimated that approximately one-quarter of Americans
who earned $25,000 annually were behind on their rent and that as many as
40% of low-income individuals² could be in danger of eviction in some

¹. Austin Sarat, The Law Is All Over: Power, Resistance and the Legal Consciousness of the
². I prefer the terminology “low-income” to the term “poor” and therefore use it throughout this
Article except when I am quoting directly.
locations. As of 2015, one national study found that 38% of those accused of felonies, many of them Black or Brown, were detained throughout their pre-trial periods; 90% of these were low-income individuals who were simply unable to pay the bail. Nationally, the children of low-income families are demonstrably more likely to be the subject of abuse or neglect investigations or to be removed from the household. Those receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI), a program specifically designed to provide income to low-income disabled individuals, are effectively kept in poverty by the very program designed to help them. A person who works full-time and receives the federal minimum wage is unlikely to be able to afford housing in 2023; the housing that such an individual might be able to find is highly likely to have significant defects. At the time of this Article, states are removing individuals from Medicaid coverage in bulk, often in error and in at least one case because an infant failed to complete requested paperwork.

There is ongoing legal scholarship about these discrete issues, and sometimes about the interplay of two of them. However, even looking at two issues together does not fully acknowledge the myriad of ways in which we have chosen to regulate the lives of low-income individuals, nor does it explain or explore the ways in which these various regulations interlock with and affect each other. It does not and cannot fully explicate the ways in which “the law is all around” low-income individuals.


9. See, e.g., Jarcho, supra note 6 (discussing intersection of SSI program with housing instability and lack of access to services); Jennifer Pokempner & Dorothy E. Roberts, Poverty, Welfare Reform, and the Meaning of Disability, 62 OHIO ST. L.J. 425 (2001) (examining the link between disability and receipt of public benefits and arguing for a comprehensive policy reform); Jill C. Engle, Promoting the General Welfare: Legal Reform to Lift Women and Children in the United States Out of Poverty, 16 J. GENDER RACE & JUST. 1 (2013) (arguing for a suite of broad reforms, from minimum wage through alimony, to help women and children out of poverty); Marian Wright Edelman, Poverty Law in the 1980’s, 2 ANTIOCH L.J. 29 (1982) (highlighting the need for coalition across issues such as child care, health, and public benefits in order to effectively assist children living in poverty).

10. Sarat, supra note 1, at 343.
Legal scholarship around poverty law is relatively new, dating back only as far as the Great Society program and the associated movement towards formalized legal services for low income individuals. Some scholars have described this as consisting broadly of three waves of scholarship, coinciding generally with the rise of legal services, the receding of the Reagan era antipathy toward legal services funding, and a renaissance in interest at the very end of the 20th and beginning of the 21st centuries. The thrust and focus of these various bodies of work is often contrasted. The first wave—the legal scholarship of the 1960s and 70s—centered the importance of traditional organizing. The second wave of the post-Reagan 1980s sprang from the insights of the Critical Legal Studies (CLS) movement, coupled with the rise of clinical legal education; much of this


12. I have come to think of these as tides rather than waves, as they are part of a unified whole and a patterned ebb-and-flow of scholarship.


14. For a discussion of Reagan’s antipathy towards and subsequent attempts to defund civil legal services, see Snow, supra note 13, at 648–50. Erlanger & Lessard, supra note 13, at 199; Davis, supra note 13, at 1402; and Trubek, supra note 11, at 984, 996, all discuss and confirm the dearth of poverty law scholarship during this same period and its rebirth in the late 1980s. See generally Davis, supra note 13.

15. Davis, supra note 13, at 1404. Examples from this period of scholarship include, Helen Hershkoff, Poverty Law and Civil Procedure: Rethinking the First-Year Course, 34 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1325 (2007) (arguing that the mission of law schools requires students to be taught through a socioeconomic lens); Andrea Charlow, Race, Poverty, and Neglect, 28 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 763 (2001) (noting a correlation between poverty and alleged child neglect); Walter L. Stiehm, Poverty Law: Access to Healthcare and Barriers to the Poor, 4 QUINNIPAC HEALTH L. J. 279 (2001) (discussing both direct and indirect economic barriers to healthcare). As Marie Failinger has put it, “the interest of the legal academy in poverty law tends to wax and wane as regularly as society’s interest in skinny ties or short skirts.” Marie A. Failinger, A Home of Its Own: The Role of Poverty Law in Furthering Law Schools’ Missions, 34 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1173, 1174 (2007).


17. Gary L. Blasi, What’s a Theory for?: Notes on Reconstructing Poverty Law Scholarship, 48 U. MIAMI L. REV. 1063, 1086 (1994) (discussing the critical and postmodern roots of the “new” scholarship of this era); see also Ruth Margaret Buchanan, Context, Continuity, and Difference in Poverty Law Scholarship, 48 U. MIAMI L. REV. 999, 1032 (1994). In discussing the scholarship of this era, Buchanan notes that “As increasing numbers of formerly marginalized clinical professors have gained legitimacy and status for their specialty, they have reached beyond traditional doctrinal approaches to poverty law
work focuses on the balance of power between client and lawyer and on the vital importance of allowing the client’s voice to be heard at all costs. What is commonly considered the third wave, in the 1990s and beyond, was often (though not exclusively) centered around pedagogy; however, unlike the prior wave of scholarship it argued that poverty law should be situated in various other places and disciplines within the academy. The ClassCrits movement, which is a related but different discipline arising out of Critical Legal Studies, explicitly considers class as one of many intersectional factors and uses that as a lens to interrogate law, policy, and practice. However, this field is conceptually different in that it focuses broadly on political economy and in that it remains more theory than praxis. A careful analysis and comparison of these various bodies of scholarship shows three things. First, as I will discuss further, there are not three, but five distinct peaks of poverty law scholarship. Secondly, even the most theoretical scholarship and drawn on insights from critical scholars both inside and outside of the legal academy to produce an increasingly complex body of scholarship.”


19. See, e.g., Stephen Loffredo, Poverty, Inequality, and Class in the Structural Constitutional Law Course, 34 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1239, 1248–49 (2007) (arguing that poverty law should be taught within a traditional constitutional law class); Davis, supra note 13, at 1404–14 (arguing that poverty law is best taught within human rights clinics); Hershkoff, supra note 15, at 1325–27 (arguing that poverty law should be taught within a civil procedure framework); Snow, supra note 13, at 685–98 (arguing for inclusion of poverty law in property law specifically and in doctrinal classes generally); Nathalie Martin, Poverty, Culture and the Bankruptcy Code: Narratives from the Money Law Clinic, 12 CLINICAL L. REV. 203, 238–41 (2005).

20. Athena D. Mutua, Introducing ClassCrits: Rejecting Class-Blindness, A Critical Legal Analysis of Economic Inequality, 56 BUFF. L. REV. 859, 865 (2008) (laying out a cooperatively built framework for a critique of legal, political, and economic systems which relied on class differences, together with the intersection between class and additional “othering” characteristics); see also Justin Desautels-Stein, ClassCrits Mission Statement 43 SW. L. REV. 651 (2014) (clarifying and distilling the goals of the ClassCrit movement).

21. Mutua, supra note 20, at 900 (noting that in the initial ClassCrit meetings “[T]he group agreed that the study of law and economic inequality was not simply about the study of law and poverty or the poor. Though the group expressed a concern for those who are economically disadvantaged, and a commitment to study the nature and structure of that disadvantage, the group decided that exploration of economic inequality involved exploring the way law contributed to or abated economic inequality experienced by both those who were privileged by that inequality as well as those who were disadvantaged by it. The study of poverty, some suggested, was often the study of status, not class.”); Angela P. Harris, From Precarity to Positive Freedom: ClassCrits at Seven (ClassCrits VII Symposium Introduction), 44 SW. L. REV. 621, 634 (2015) (“ClassCrits scholars hope to get students, and ultimately the next generation of American lawyers, to see that the political and the economic are not two different realms subject to wholly different rules of governance. Rather, they are intimately intertwined with one another, and both are created and maintained by law.”).
writings of the second wave of scholarship are more linked to practice than is often acknowledged or understood. And finally, the bulk of this scholarship has been confined to specific substantive areas of law; to the pedagogy of poverty law; or to the practice of poverty law.

In 2019, Sara Greene characterized legal scholarship about poverty law as falling into “two distinct camps: (1) Understanding how the law might be used to aid the poor; or (2) Understanding how one particular statute, case, or legal procedure may disadvantage the poor.”

Under this broad umbrella, Greene described poverty law itself as a “narrow conception” which “focus[ed] almost solely on individual silos of study within federal law.” Greene argued that this focus overlooked or ignored the way in which the intersection of state and local laws become “key driver[s] in thwarting upward socioeconomic mobility,” a phenomenon she called “legal immobility.” She rightly suggested that legal scholars need to develop a vocabulary to discuss this phenomenon broadly and that the scope of poverty law must be expanded “well beyond the traditional areas of inquiry.” Her broader argument, and the thrust of her article, was that legal scholars can only understand the relationship between law and poverty by engaging with the “largely hidden and difficult to uncover” state and local laws which perpetuate poverty.

In focusing on this one area of inquiry (albeit in several different areas of substantive law), Greene both highlighted and stepped back from the needs she has identified. The inquiry she proposes, however, does not allow for a full

---
22. Cathy Lesser Mansfield, Deconstructing Reconstructive Poverty Law: Practice-Based Critique of the Storytelling Aspects of the Theoretics of Practice Movement, 61 BROOK. L. REV. 889, 896 (2015). In arguing against Alfieri’s and White’s elevation of their role as recipients of client narratives, Mansfield asserts that “In forging any theory of poverty law, we cannot forget the functional reason why we are chosen to hear a client’s story, and why we are asked to re-tell that client’s story. To think that we have the privilege of hearing clients’ stories for a greater purpose than to achieve legal results, and therefore that we become caretakers of or conduits for uninterpreted and unabridged client story, aggrandizes and yet eviscerates the role of the poverty lawyer in the life of the poverty law client.” Id. at 896. Implicit in this critique is a belief that this camp of scholarship has become divorced from the fundamentals of practice.

23. See, e.g., Sarah S. Greene, A Theory of Poverty: Legal Immobility, 96 WASH. U. L. REV. 753 at nn.9–10; for examples of the types of scholarship she references, see generally Anne Fleming, The Rise and Fall of Unconscionability as the ‘Law of the Poor’, 102 GEO. L.J. 1383 (2014) (discussing the doctrine of unconscionability and its effects on low-income individuals); Ruth Margaret Buchanan, Context, Continuity, and Difference in Poverty Law Scholarship, 48 U. MIA. L. Rev. 999 (1994) (review of scholarly literature in this area and discussion of how this theory should inform practice).


25. Id. at 756.

26. Id. at 756–57.

27. Id. at 756.

28. Id. at 757.

29. Greene concludes, correctly in my view, that:

The cumulative effects of state and local law can play an important role in perpetuating poverty. Conceptualizing state and local laws as cumulatively disadvantageous to the poor, however, is a surprisingly neglected topic among legal scholars and scholars of poverty. Some scholars of law or poverty have identified individual areas of state and local laws that disproportionately burden the
understanding of the multiplicity of ways in which we choose to regulate the lives of low-income individuals and the ways in which those systems interact. A full picture and understanding of these issues, which is itself a prerequisite for proposing solutions and policy fixes, requires a larger, cross-disciplinary, systemic review and approach.

There is, therefore, no discipline or body of scholarship which broadly analyzes and interrogates the ways in which our legal system perpetuates poverty and then informs policy and practice writ large. For this reason, I propose to build further on the failings that Greene and others\(^\text{30}\) have identified with scholarship in this area, arguing that legal scholars should analyze and consider the interaction of various laws and regulations on low-income people within a single recognized discipline. In making this argument, I am heeding Stephen Wexler’s 1970 argument that lawyers can best work in this area by organizing;\(^\text{31}\) scholars, too, must organize to work effectively in this area.\(^\text{32}\) I here refer to this discipline as Systems of Poverty.

In Part II of this Article, I will lay out a case study which exemplifies the ways in which overlapping and often contradictory sets of laws regulate low-income individuals and trap them in poverty. In Part III, I will trace the various waves and lineages of poverty law scholarship and discuss and analyze the scholarship; I will also discuss the ways in which these various lineages would react to poor, but few have moved beyond the individual silos of one particular burden to consider how these often hidden burdens embedded within the law might, as a whole, systematically play a significant role in perpetuating poverty and thwarting upward mobility.

\(^{Id.}\) at 799. Having identified a need for this type of inventory, however, Greene’s writing focuses on the need for scholars to critically examine particular types of state and local laws rather than for scholars to collaborate across silos in order to map these effects. \(^{Id.}\) at 768–88. She additionally focuses on empirical research over the lived experience of low-income individuals and those who work with them, which I will argue is of foundational importance to such a project. \(^{Id.}\) at 799–800; see generally id.

\(^{30}\) Anne Alstott has made this point outside the context of poverty law:

Taken together, constitutional law, subconstitutional family law, and the U.S. welfare state enact a distinctly neoliberal legal regime for the governance of family life. What is striking is that these three bodies of law are so seldom analyzed together. Constitutional law, family law, and social welfare represent distinct legal specialties. U.S. constitutionalists work within a regime in which negative liberty is powerful and positive liberty seldom mentioned. Family-law scholars work within a system of rules that permits only zero-sum allocations of market earnings within private families. And social-welfare specialists take as given the absence of constitutional rights and the political contingency of social programs.


\(^{31}\) See Wexler, supra note 16, at 1054.


I argue that this is equally important for scholars in the field, both so that they can support and teach one another and so that they can bring new insight into the discipline.
and consider the case study. Finally, in Part IV, I will explain why a systemic and holistic study of poverty is necessary to fully understand the ways in which our legal system itself causes and perpetuates this condition. I will also propose and outline an ongoing, symbiotic relationship between this body of scholarship and those who regularly practice law on behalf of low-income individuals.

II. A CASE STUDY

Imagine a single woman, Tabitha, who is unable to work due to a disabling medical condition. For the sake of argument, let’s say that she suffers from severe depression and anxiety. Let us also say that her work history has been sporadic and that she therefore does not qualify for Social Security Disability. Tabitha may, however, qualify for the needs-based Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program.

The first hurdle, of course, is for Tabitha to convince the Social Security Administration that she is disabled within their rules. To do that, she must show that she is unable to perform any work that exists anywhere in the national economy, regardless of her financial or social ability to move. Moreover, the

33. As I will discuss later in this section, this type of problem is not exclusive to SSI; it could arise under a number of different benefits programs which are available to low-income individuals.


35. Pursuant to 20 C.F.R. §§404.130, 404.132 (2022), in order to qualify for Social Security Disability most individuals must accrue 40 quarters of coverage before becoming disabled. A quarter of coverage refers generally to a given amount which the individual must earn in a calendar quarter; in and before 1977 that amount was $50 in wages or $100 in self-employment income. 20 C.F.R. §404.140 (2022). Since 1978, that amount has been indexed for inflation; in 2023 the amount is $1,640. Id.; Cost-of-Living Increase and Other Determinations for 2023, 87 Fed. Reg. 64,296 (Oct. 24, 2022). For an overview of the Social Security Disability and SSI programs, see generally VICTORIA M. ESPOSITO & DAVID A. PRATT, SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE ANSWER BOOK (9th ed. 2020).

36. SSI is a means-tested benefit for (as relevant here) low-income disabled individuals who do not qualify for Social Security Disability Income (SSDI) or whose SSDI payment is extremely low. 20 C.F.R. §§ 416.110, 416.202.

37. Disability for SSI purposes is “the inability to do any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable physical or mental impairment which can be expected to result in death or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12 months.” 20 C.F.R. § 416.905(a).

38. Id. While our hypothetical case does not involve a parent, it is not difficult to imagine that this requirement is a particular burden to parents, who might only be able to access these jobs by moving away from the supports which allow them to work in the first place. Of course, as SSI is means-tested, the question also arises of how any financially eligible individual would be able to move to get such a job. In May 2023, Forbes estimated the cost of moving less than a hundred miles as $1,400 on average,
existence of such work is based on the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT), which has not been updated since 1991 and will not be updated again.\textsuperscript{39} This resource lists positions such as “bird keeper,”\textsuperscript{40} “straw hat brim cutter operator,”\textsuperscript{41} “usher,”\textsuperscript{42} and “potato chip sorter”\textsuperscript{43} as possible jobs for applicants. This means that if a hearing officer determines that an individual in (for example) Boise, Idaho could work as a theater usher, and further that “usher” is a job that exists in significant numbers \textit{somewhere} in the national economy, that person is not disabled.\textsuperscript{44}


\textsuperscript{39} The website of the Department of Labor, which is the agency responsible for promulgating the DOT, included the following language as of June 2023:

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) was created under the sponsorship by the Employment and Training Administration (ETA), and was last updated in 1991. The DOT was replaced by the O*Net, and ETA no longer supports the DOT . . . . Thus, if you are looking for current occupational information you should use the O*Net . . . . So, why is the DOT still on the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ) website? It is because the DOT is still used in Social Security disability adjudications and the OALJ copy of the DOT is often cited as an authoritative source of the DOT. The Social Security Administration (SSA) is developing a new Occupational Information System (OIS), which will replace the DOT as the primary source of occupational information for use in the SSA disability adjudication process. SSA intends to have the OIS operational and to make necessary regulatory and policy updates by 2020.


\textsuperscript{42} This position involves assisting patrons in the entertainment industry. DOT #344.677-014. THAW-SHED through TNT-LINE, DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES INDEX, https://occupationalinfo.org/dot_m4.html (May 26, 2023).


\textsuperscript{44} If we find that your residual functional capacity does not enable you to do any of your past relevant work . . . we will use the same residual functional capacity assessment when we decide if you can adjust to any other work. We will look at your ability to adjust to other work by considering your
However, let us assume that Tabitha establishes her medical eligibility for SSI—perhaps upon first application, perhaps after a series of administrative hearings which could take two years or longer. Among other requirements, she must show that, with a few exemptions such as a home and a car, she does not have resources worth more than $2,000 at one given time ($3,000 for a disabled couple).

Assuming that Tabitha is able to meet the financial requirements, she will then become eligible for SSI. In 2023, the maximum monthly SSI benefit is $914. The federal poverty level for a single-person household in 2023 is

---

20 C.F.R. §416.960(c)(1). “Residual functional capacity” means the most that an individual is still able to do despite his or her impairment-related limitations. 20 C.F.R. § 416.945 (2023). See THAW-SHED through TNT-LINE, supra note 42; 20 C.F.R. § 404.1505 (2023).

45. Social Security’s February 2023 projections for fiscal year 2023 were that a claimant would need to wait on average 220 days for an initial determination; 224 days for reconsideration; and 475 days to get a decision on a hearing before an administrative law judge. SOC. SEC. ADMIN, FISCAL YEAR 2023 OPERATING PLAN 7 (2023), https://www.ssa.gov/budget/assets/materials/2023/2023OP.pdf. As the claimant must pass through each of these stages, that means she would wait on average approximately two and a half years before filing any administrative or civil appeals. See generally 20 C.F.R. §§ 416. 1400–1499 (2023). However, as of May 2023 several hearing offices had processing times well over 475 days, with the Los Angeles Downtown office taking 726 days on average. SOC. SEC. ADMIN, HEARING OFFICE AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME RANKING REPORT (2023), https://www.ssa.gov/appeals/DataSets/05_Average_Processing_Time_Report.html. According to a Kaiser Family Foundation analysis of federal data, if Tabitha is Black, Hispanic, or Asian, she is far less likely than a White individual to get mental health treatment of any kind; in this context, that means that she is less likely to be able to prove disability. Latoya Hill et al., Key Data on Health and Health Care by Race and Ethnicity, KFF, https://www.kff.org/racial-equity-and-health-policy/report/key-data-on-health-and-health-care-by-race-and-ethnicity/ (last visited Nov. 9, 2023).

46. See generally 20 C.F.R. § 416.1100–82 (2023). “Income” under these rules includes “in-kind support and maintenance,” which Social Security defines generally as “any food or shelter that is given to you or that you receive because someone else pays for it. Shelter includes room, rent, mortgage payments, real property taxes, heating fuel, gas, electricity, water, sewerage, and garbage collection services.” 20 C.F.R. § 416.1130 (2023).

47. The specific amount of resources for individuals and couples, which has not changed since 1985, is available at 20 C.F.R. § 416.1205 (2023). Resources in general are covered in 20 C.F.R. § 416.1201–66 (2023), with exceptions such as a primary home, a car, certain household goods, and specific types of payments laid out in 20 C.F.R. § 416.1210–66 (2023). If an individual is found to have too many resources, she must generally dispose of those resources before receiving any SSI payments. 20 C.F.R. § 416.1240 (2023). However, she may receive payments while attempting to dispose of nonliquid resources if she agrees in writing to dispose of real property within nine months and personal property within three months (at current market value) and to repay any overpayments with the receipts from those resources. Id.; 20 C.F.R. § 416.1242 (2023).

48. She may be eligible for a lump sum payment of retroactive benefits; however, if she has had to rely on assistance from the Department of Social Services while waiting for benefits, those benefits will be recouped from her retroactive benefits. 20 C.F.R. §§ 416.525, 416.536, 416.538 (2023). There is no analogous provision for the work-based Social Security Disability Income. 42 U.S.C. § 1383(g)(2) (2019).

$14,850, or $1,237.50/month.50 While SSI is a lifeline for Tabitha, it also has the effect of keeping her below poverty level for as long as she is disabled, particularly as any other income will have the effect of reducing her SSI benefit proportionately.51 These rules spill over into and affect every other area of her life.

For example, in the likely event that Tabitha does not own her home,52 she will need to rent housing. In 2023, she is unlikely to be able to afford safe and decent housing or to avoid being severely rent burdened.53 Her options to improve her situation are limited. If she wants to move to a better apartment, she may not

---

51. The Social Security Administration (SSA) excludes the first $65 of regularly earned income and half of the remaining earned income; the first $30 of irregularly earned income and half of the remaining earned income; and $20 of regularly received unearned income or $30 of irregularly received unearned income. 20 C.F.R. § 416.1112 (2023). The regulations also exclude several specific benefits and payments, as well as setting a higher income allowance for students. Id. Income outside these parameters is known as “countable income,” and the SSI benefit will be reduced by this amount. 20 C.F.R. § 416.420 (2023). For example, an SSI recipient who receives the full $914 benefit and earns $101 in a given month will have her benefit reduced by $18 ($101-$65 = $36; $36/2 = $18). An SSI recipient who is regularly given $100 per month will have her benefit reduced by $80, as there is no exclusion beyond the initial $20 for unearned income. As discussed in note 46, “income” includes in-kind assistance such as food and housing. 20 C.F.R. § 416.1130 (2023). There is no such reduction in income for SSDI recipients as long as their incomes do not exceed “substantial gainful activity,” which in 2023 is $1,470 per month for disabled individuals and $2,460 for blind individuals. Cost-of-Living Increase and Other Determinations for 2023, 87 Fed. Reg. 64296 (Oct. 24, 2022).
52. A May 2021 review of 2017 census data about SSI recipients found that 59% of them rented their homes. KATHERINE GIEFER, A Profile of Supplemental Security Income Recipients: 2017, (2021) https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2021/demo/p70br-171.pdf . Similarly, a 2023 Census Bureau analysis of rent burdens on the households in the lowest quintile of income (up to $27,457 per household) found that 52.9% of individuals within that income band rented their homes. PETER MATTEYKA AND JAYNE YOO, SHARE OF INCOME NEEDED TO PAY RENT INCREASED THE MOST FOR LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDERS FROM 2019 TO 2021 (2023), https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2023/03/low-income-renters-spent-larger-share-of-income-on-rent.html.
53. The Census Bureau analysis found that as of 2021, 87.3% of renters in the lowest income quintile were cost-burdened (defined as having to pay more than 30% of their income for housing) and 65.9% were severely cost-burdened (defined as having to pay more than 50% of their income for housing). MATTEYKA and YOO, supra note 52, at tbl. 2. Tabitha can therefore only avoid being “severely rent burdened” if she can find housing for $457.00 or less per month, and one analysis suggests that SSI recipients cannot afford rents of more than $274 per month. NAT’L LOW INCOME HOUS. COAL., supra note 7, at 4 fig. 4. Moreover, analyses of national housing data have found that housing repair costs are disproportionately associated with housing occupied by individuals at or below the poverty line. U.S. DEP’T OF HOUS. & URB. DEV. OFF. OF POL’Y DEV. & RSCH., supra note 7, at 3 n.7. HUD defines renter households with “worst case housing needs” as those which “have very low incomes— household incomes at or below 50 percent of the area median income (AMI), do not receive government housing assistance, and pay more than one-half of their income for rent, live in severely inadequate conditions, or both.” Id. at vii. While “area median income” by definition varies by location, the national median income for fiscal year 2023 is $80,944, so that an SSI recipient is at 13.5% of AMI. U.S. DEP’T OF HOUS. & URB. DEV. OFF. OF POL’Y DEV. & RSCH, Income Limits FAQs, (2023) https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/ii.html#faq_2023. As of 2017, census data showed that only one-quarter of SSI recipients received housing assistance. GIEFER, supra note 52, at 8.
be able to save enough for a security deposit and first month’s rent without losing her SSI, at least temporarily. If she is injured by a leaky roof, a caved-in ceiling, bad mold, or something similar, then she does not have the recourse of a lawsuit against her landlord—unless she is willing to take the risk of losing her SSI for some period of time if she is awarded money damages.

If she receives regular financial assistance from an adult child or a friend, that will be considered unearned income and her SSI will be reduced proportionately each month for every amount over $20. If she lives with someone else and does not pay her proportional share of rent and living expenses, she will be considered to live “in the household of another” and her SSI will be reduced by one-third. If she is evicted, even as a result of withholding rent to force repairs, and a court issues a money judgment, she is unlikely to be able to save enough to pay that debt. While her SSI is “judgment-proof” and can therefore not be garnished, if she undergoes a continuing disability review (CDR), is found to be no longer disabled and is able to find a job, her wages may be garnished.

54. According to the National Low Income Housing Coalition’s 2023 report, the national average for the fair market value of a one-bedroom house in 2022 was $1,231. Nat’l Low Income Hous. Coal., supra note 7, at 4 fig. 4. However, this report uses the HUD definition of “fair market value” as the 40th percentile of “gross rents of standard rental units for recent movers.” Id. at 16. That suggests that the rent could go up as high as $3,077, on average. The SSI limits on resources, however, mean that unless Tabitha could find a rental for under $1,000, she would not be able to save up a first month’s rent and security deposit without putting her SSI at risk. 20 C.F.R. § 416.120–1266 (2023). This assumes that she lives in a state, such as New York, which limits the security deposit to a single month’s rent. NY Gen. Oblig. L. § 7-108 (McKinney’s 2023). Some states, such as Maryland and Maine, limit the security deposits to two months’ rent. MD Code Ann. REAL Prop. § 8-203 (West 2023); ME Stat. tit. 14 § 6032 (2009). Others, such as Florida and Colorado, have no statutory limit. Fla. Stat. § 83.49 (2023); Colo. Rev. Stat. § 38-12-102 (2016). However, Florida law contemplates that a landlord and tenant may agree to a recurring fee in lieu of a security deposit. Fla. Stat. § 83-491 (2023).

55. The exceptions to the resource limit in 20 C.F.R. § 416.1210–1266 (2023) do not include an exception for any form of lawsuit.


58. According to pre-pandemic data collected by the Eviction Lab, the average amount of a money judgment associated with an eviction varied widely in the 22 states reviewed. The national median in that review, however, was $1,253. Emily Badger, Eviction Crises That A Few Hundred Dollars Could Solve, N.Y. Times, Dec. 18, 2019. However, analysis of eviction filings in a sampling of cities shows that even in late 2020 the amount sought in back rent had increased significantly. Renee Louis et al., Preliminary Analysis: Rising Eviction Claim Amounts During the COVID-19 Pandemic, EVICTION LAB (Dec. 9, 2020), https://evictionlab.org/rising-claim-amounts/. Granted, our hypothetical individual has the option to pay off a money judgment over time; however, this is not useful to her if (for example) the money judgment is preventing her from being able to find new housing. The Fair Credit Reporting Act specifically allows for this use of a credit report, as does New York State law. 15 U.S.C.A. § 1681b (West 2023); NY REAL PROP. L. § 238-a (McKinny’s 2023).


60. Federal law protects a weekly amount of 25% of her disposable income or 30 times the federal minimum wage, whichever is lesser, from garnishment. 15 U.S.C.A. § 1673 (West 2023). There are certain exceptions, such as child support, which do not apply in our scenario. Id. At this writing, the federal minimum wage is generally $7.25 per hour. Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C.A. § 206 (West 2016) (amended by U.S. Troop Readiness, Veterans’ Care, Katrina Recovery, and Iraq Accountability
her SSI indefinitely, her poor credit rating from the eviction, the fact of the eviction itself, and her low income may conspire to prevent her from finding decent and affordable housing.61

This scenario is relatively simple and common. For example, we are assuming that Tabitha does not have a criminal record and that therefore she could be licensed in any profession, should she so choose.62 We are assuming that she does not have children and that it would therefore be relatively easy for her to find accommodations in a homeless shelter, however deplorable that situation might be.63 And we are assuming that she does not carry additional debt from a restitution order, child support, or any similar source. Finally, we are assuming that she does not yet have a “legal problem” as we tend to construe them: her SSI is being timely paid; she may not have decent housing but she is housed; her landlord is not (yet) refusing to repair hazardous conditions. And yet—even without a legal adversary or a court proceeding, a series of laws are operating to harm her.

Although this particular case study arises within the ambit of SSI, it could as easily have happened if Tabitha received and depended on another form of public assistance. For example, in Colondres v. Scoppetta,64 the plaintiff successfully challenged New York City’s wrongful removal of her children and what she characterized as “malicious” child protective proceedings against her. Since Ms. Colondres was a recipient of public assistance, the same city which ultimately

---


63. Colondres v. Scoppetta, 290 F. Supp. 2d 376 (E.D.N.Y. 2003) (DSS wrongly removed children from house and commenced neglect proceeding against mother solely because mother was a victim of domestic violence; Social Services entitled to a portion of the settlement); cf. Nicholson v. Scoppetta, 820 N.E.2d 840 (N.Y. 2004) (Court of Appeals held on certified question that violence against mother in presence of children did not on its own constitute child neglect). This mechanism is sometimes referred to as a “Medicaid lien,” but the plain language of the statute is considerably broader than that would suggest. N.Y. SOC. SERV. L. §104-b(a) (McKinney 2023).
gave her $90,001 to settle these matters was able to recoup a percentage of that amount through a lien on the proceeds of litigation. The New York Social Services Law specifies that such liens are available for “personal injury” cases if the public welfare agency has given assistance and care to the recipient after the injury occurred.

In New York, however, “personal injury” includes “libel, slander and malicious prosecution; also an assault, battery, false imprisonment, or other actionable injury to the person either of the plaintiff, or of another.” This definition has been held to be “an exceedingly broad one...covering every variety of injury to a person’s body, feelings or reputation.” There is no exception for a situation like this, where the tortfeasor and the recouping agency are in fact the same entity. And yet, the intersection of these particular laws acts to prevent low-income people—and only low-income people—from gaining complete relief against the state when it has injured them. If Tabitha received public assistance instead of SSI, and if she had a personal injury cause of action against her municipality—malicious prosecution, an injury sustained in public housing, defamation by a public official—this would be her situation as well.

This scenario serves as an anchor, not only for the overview of scholarship which follows, but for the proposed new approach to poverty law scholarship.

III. A BRIEF HISTORY OF POVERTY LAW AND SCHOLARSHIP

Over the course of sixty years, poverty law has been defined and conceived in any number of ways. It has been called “the practice of law for poor people;”
“legal issues which are . . . in principle peculiar to poor people;” and the “body of [substantive] laws governing the poor, regarded as a distinct class in society.” More ambitiously, it has been defined as “the study of the regulation of the institution of poverty and the balancing and advancing of the mutual and competing interests of the poor and the nonpoor.” Stephen Loffredo brought all these ideas together, noting that in the most traditional sense poverty law was the attempt “to enlist the law in a systemic effort to achieve social and structural changes” as well as “a reference to the substantive areas in which lawyers for the poor have carried on this . . . practice.” In terms of practice, Loffredo also acknowledged that poverty law could mean a model of lawyering that seeks to work collaboratively and non-hierarchically with clients. He contrasted this with the more academic meanings of the term, which he described as “a critical analysis of how the law maintains institutions and practices that create and perpetuate severe inequalities of wealth and economic opportunities and facilitates the translation of those inequalities into a system of unequal political power, privilege, and citizenship.”

Before reimagining the scope, breadth, and goals of poverty law, it is important to fully consider the ways in which we have historically understood, analyzed, and discussed this discipline.

A. The Beginning of Poverty Law: Community-Based and Practice-Driven

Poverty law began to crystallize as a discrete subject in the wake of Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society programs; it was particularly driven by the Office of Economic Opportunity’s work in funding and supporting neighborhood legal services organizations. The work that is generally described as the “first

74. Leonard J. Long, Optimum Poverty, Character, and the Non-Relevance of Poverty Law, 47 RUTGERS L. REV. 693, 783 (1995); however, Long goes on to note that:

Most Americans, or at least the critical mass of Americans, fail to perceive the need to address the poverty around them, at least not in a manner which is intended to alleviate poverty rather than merely reduce some of the costs imposed on the nonpoor by the poverty around them. Thus poverty law and poverty lawyering is, unfortunately, non-relevant, unless, of course, some function other than alleviating poverty is the true function of poverty law and poverty lawyering.

Id. at 784.
75. Loffredo, supra note 19, at 1241.
76. Id.
77. Id. at 122.
78. See., e.g., Snow, supra note 13 (surveying the genesis of poverty law scholarship in the context of arguing for a greater pedagogy of poverty law in law school); see Buchanan, supra note 17 (comparing and contrasting the “old” poverty law scholarship of the 1960s and 1970s with the “new” poverty law scholarship which arose in and after the late 1980s); Davis, supra note 13 (summarizing the history of poverty law scholarship and discussing the goals of the various schools and waves of such scholarship).
wave”79 of poverty law scholarship therefore came from the practitioners who worked directly with low-income people.80 Their specific experiences differed, but they uniformly argued that working with and for low-income individuals was fundamentally different from representing others.81 Ultimately, all concluded that effective legal representation in this arena required a community-based strategy and, indeed, an effacement of the attorney’s traditional role.82

As early as 1964 Edgar and Jean Cahn, pivotal figures in the legal services world,83 considered the problems with the Johnson administration’s “militaristic” approach to the “War on Poverty.”84 While they believed that this approach was necessary given the scale and scope of the problems facing low-income individuals, they also foreshadowed the limitations which would flow from a professionalized service which relied on the beliefs and insights of “experts.”85

The Cahns used a non-profit pilot program in New Haven as their example.86 This project selected several “blighted” neighborhoods throughout the city and offered them integrated and community-based services, including “community workers, homemaking advisers, and legal advisers; and eventually, public health nurses, doctors and dentists, public welfare workers, family caseworkers, school social workers, police youth officers, housing inspectors, and sanitarians.”87 Two of the neighborhoods also had attorneys on staff, and all had “Neighborhood Coordinators,” assisted by nonprofessionals from the community itself.88

In keeping with what the Cahns described as “the military approach,” the professionals set the eligibility criteria and additionally determined which members of the existing power structures should be given seats on the board.89 This had the effect of both creating and maintaining a donor-donee relationship between the professionals and the community served.90 Additionally, in what they

79. Buchanan, supra note 17, at 1011–12; Davis, supra note 13, at 1391–92.
83. For a contemporary overview of the War on Poverty and the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), see generally Legal Services and the War on Poverty, 13 CATH. LAW. 272 (1967). That same piece also discusses the OEO’s ultimate decision to include legal services for low-income individuals. Id. at 283–96. Deborah J. Cantrell has specifically noted the Cahns’ pivotal role in this decision. Deborah J. Cantrell, A Short History of Poverty Lawyers in the United States, 5 Loy. J. PUB. INT. L. 11, 16–18 (2003).
84. See generally Cahn, Civilian, supra note 16.
85. Id. at 1317–18, 1321. As Deborah Cantrell has pointed out, this belief is a common thread between the “first” and “second” waves of poverty law scholarship. Cantrell, supra note 83, at 33.
86. Cahn, Civilian, supra note 16, at 1318–1319.
87. Id. at 1319.
88. Id. at 1319–20.
89. Id. at 1320.
90. Id.
characterized as “a fundamental part of the military approach,” once the overall plan, priorities, and strategies were established, adhering to them became of paramount importance.91

The Cahns critiqued this approach, arguing that it either cut off or co-opted community leadership; that it fostered an ongoing culture of dependency; that it failed to consider the specific needs and desires articulated by the community; and that it “define[d] a status of subserviency and evoke[d] fear, resentment and resignation on the part of the done.”92 They noted that the co-opting of local community leaders could have the effect of stifling criticism and that this, coupled with the large scale of the project, could in effect create a social services monopoly in these neighborhoods.93 Finally, they argued that the large-scale planning which this type of project entailed, together with the stakeholders’ need to maintain their own standing in the community, would require a particular set of priorities.94 While the authors stop short of saying so overtly, they clearly fear that such an organization’s sustained viability would ultimately take precedence over the well-being and needs of the individuals it was intended to serve.95

As an alternative, the Cahns argued for neighborhood legal services organizations which drew their direction directly from those they served and which operated according to certain core principles.96 Specifically, they argued for what we would now call cultural humility, stating that attorneys should suspend their class-based judgment and ideas when working with their low-income clients.97 They also argued that attorneys should feel empowered not only to represent clients whose established rights were being violated, but also to help with problems

91. Id.
94. Such priorities would include conservation of financial and other resources; preservation of alliances and a clear command structure; continuous mobilization and planning over immediate operations, “impressive initial maneuvers involving a minimum of risk, planning, and resources” with “extensive safeguards to avoid the possibility of a humiliating setback”; and the “avoidance of precipitous, risky programs.” Id. at 1325–26.
95. Id.
96. Id. at 1336–48.
97. Id. at 1334–35. This predates the overall ideas of cultural competence and cultural humility by some decades, and it far predates their explicit application to low-income individuals. See, e.g., Michelle S. Jacobs, People from the Footnotes: The Missing Element in Client-Centered Counseling, 27 GOLDEN GATE U. L. REV. 345 (1997) (discussing the erasure of race, gender, and class from classes and texts on client-centered counseling); Susan Bryant, The Five Habits: Bldg. Cross-Culture Competence in Lawyers, 8 CLINICAL L. REV. 33 (2001) (discussing and describing the methods and exercises which she and Jean Koh Peters developed to teach cultural competence in a clinical setting); Ascanio Piomelli, Cross-Cultural Lawyering by the Book: The Latest Clinical Texts and a Sketch of a Future Agenda, 4 HASTINGS RACE AND POVERTY L.J. 131 (2006) (critiquing and comparing existing client counseling texts’ approaches to working with clients of different races, genders, and classes).
that were traditionally considered non-legal and to challenge laws that were “contrary to the rights and interests of the client or client community.”

All this said, the Cahns also added a cautionary note, arguing that such an attorney or firm must exercise caution in “[L]egal analysis and reform where the law is vague, uncertain, or destructively complex.” They argued correctly that “[t]he poor live in a legal universe which has, by and large, been ignored by legal scholars” but also cautioned practitioners that “improvident insistence on ‘rights’ can also produce rigid and ill-considered law which may yield neither short-run nor long-run benefits.” To this end, and as most relevant here, the Cahns argued that scholarship and practice must inform each other:

[I]ntervention and advocacy on behalf of the poor must be accompanied by extended scholarly considerations of the policies, alternatives, and costs involved. A neighborhood law firm concerned with this dimension of the law as it affects the poor should have some formal nexus with the academic world. The law, as experienced by one stratum of society, must be made known to legal scholars so that it can be scrutinized, so that knowledge of it can be disseminated through the law school curriculum and the evolution of what we might term “urban law” proceed rationally and at an accelerated pace.

While the Cahns’ vision was largely practical, it was thus also an early and explicit expression of the idea that scholars and attorneys working with low-income individuals should both teach and learn from each other.

When the Cahns revisited their vision in 1966, many of the concerns which they had expressed had come to pass. While they conceded that there was a wide variety in neighborhood legal services which made completely accurate generalizations impossible, they noted that overall this model had become highly professionalized and numbers-oriented. As relevant here, they argued that the organizations were being overwhelmed with demand; that clients were being...

98. Cahn, Civilian, supra note 16, at 1340.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Id. at 1341.
102. Id. “Urban law” appears, at least through this period, to have been used synonymously with “poverty law.” See, e.g., David F. Cavers, A Core Curriculum for Urb. Law, 18 CLEV.-MARSHALL L. REV. 243 (1969); Emanuel Boasberg, Urb. Law and the Private Bar, 2 URB. LAW. 105 (1970). But see Tersh Boasberg, The Private Practice of Urb. Law, 20 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 323, 324–35 (1969) (“But the . . . term may be misleading, for urban law can involve rural problems as well as urban.”) These three articles are not written by practitioners but are otherwise representative of the scholarship of the period in that they are concerned with the practicalities of representing low-income individuals, whether through targeted curricular changes to the law school (Cavers) or through arguing for pro bono service (E. and T. Boasberg). See also J. Skelly Wright, Poverty, Minorities, and Respect for Law, 1970 DUKE L.J. 425 (1970).
103. Cahn, Justice, supra note 16.
104. Id. at 928.
assisted only after their problems had already arisen; that there was no significant effort to research, ameliorate, or identify problems on a large scale; that the organizations were disconnected from the organizations that served the client population; and that the legal services organizations were failing to train lay advocates or others to assist in their work. While they praised the work that these organizations were doing, the authors also argued that:

[T]he ends of justice will not be served if all that neighborhood law firms do is foist on the poor a legal system which the middle class has rejected as obsolete, cumbersome, and too expensive in money, psychological strain and investment of time. This would be true, even if particular legal doctrines were less biased against the poor.

The Cahns termed the existing legal services model “The Justice Industry” and argued that it suffered from the same myopic tendencies as the legal system writ large: “events outstrip reform, need outstrips increments in resources, practices do not keep abreast of rules, the structure of institutions does not accurately reflect actual decision-making processes and the patterns of official conduct are most resistant to change or reform by the ‘production system.’” As in 1964, the Cahns argued that immediately affected individuals and neighborhoods should be more intimately involved with the processes of the law and legal services, however, in this iteration of their vision they also argued that these neighborhoods should create their own systems of justice and arbitration. This conception of both poverty law and legal services is more pessimistic than that of just two years earlier; it highlights a deep and perhaps unbridgeable gulf between the legal system and the needs of low-income individuals. In this vision, there is little room for attorneys themselves and certainly no room for scholarship or for the academy as they were then constituted.

105. Id.
106. Id. at 929.
107. Id. at 934. The Cahns defined the “production side” as the structures which manufacture laws, including not only courts and legislatures but also juries and such non-governmental entities as bar organizations. Id. at 931–34.
108. Id.; Cahn, Civilian, supra note 16, at 1330–31. Edgar Cahn became more pessimistic about the provision and efficacy of legal services as they were and have historically been provided; in 1994, he proposed to “reinvent” legal services according to a cooperative non-market model. Edgar S. Cahn, Reinventing Poverty Law, 103 YALE L.J. 2133 (1994).
109. The Cahns acknowledge that this system does not work for middle-class individuals either but that they, like the upper class, have been able to find and establish parallel systems which do work. Cahn, Justice, supra note 16, at 937–38.
110. While the Cahns make several references to research, they appear to be thinking of primarily practical collaborations. For example, one suggestion is that a neighborhood-run legal corporation might make “the decision to enter into a liaison with a university to conduct legal research.” Id. at 958. Similarly, they mention that “[i]f the research is being carried on that could affect significant legal change unconnected with specific cases” but clarify in a footnote that they are primarily referring to coordination and issue-spotting among attorneys (“One reason for this is that there has been previously little effort to coordinate communication between attorneys so that there is an awareness of recurrences of particular
Stephen Wexler, a staff attorney with the National Welfare Rights Organization, brought a similar sensibility to his seminal 1970 article, arguing that teaching poverty law was of limited utility at best.\(^{111}\) While Wexler applauded those law students who wanted to practice poverty law, he believed that they were being trained to treat low-income clients just as they would any other clients and that “the traditional model of legal practice for private clients is not what poor people need; in many ways, it is exactly what they do not need.”\(^{112}\)

In arguing that lawyers must work with low-income clients in a fundamentally different way, Wexler contrasted the lives of these individuals with those in traditional law school casebooks.\(^{113}\) While middle- and upper-class clients generally lead “settled and harmonious lives”\(^{114}\) until something bad appears on the horizon:

Poor people get hit by cars too; they get evicted; they have their furniture repossessed; they can’t pay their utility bills. But they do not have personal legal problems in the law school way. Nothing that happens to them breaks up or threatens to break up a settled and harmonious life. Poor people do not lead settled lives into which the law seldom intrudes; they are constantly involved with the law in its most intrusive forms. For instance, poor people must go to government officials for many of the things which not-poor people get privately. Life would be very difficult for the not-poor person if he had to fill out an income tax return once or twice a week. Poverty creates an abrasive interface with society; poor people are always bumping into sharp legal things. The law school model of personal legal problems, of solving them and returning the client to the smooth and orderly world in television advertisements, doesn’t apply to poor people.\(^{115}\)

Like the Cahns, Wexler questioned the utility of both legal education and lawyers themselves in this area, arguing that courses on poverty law “do little . . . to change the law schools’ treatment of legal problems, or their perception of the proper roles and concerns of a lawyer.”\(^{116}\) He further noted that law schools did not equip or encourage students to question the origins of the law or to wonder about their clients’ lives outside of their purely legal problems.\(^{117}\)

Wexler goes on to argue that a successful poverty lawyer “should also learn some facts about our society,” and must specifically understand that poverty is a systemic issue rather than a personal failing:

---

\(^{111}\) Wexler, supra note 16.

\(^{112}\) Id. at 1049.

\(^{113}\) Wexler, supra note 16, at 1049.

\(^{114}\) Id.

\(^{115}\) Id. at 1049–50.

\(^{116}\) Id. at 1049–50.

\(^{117}\) Id. at 1049–50.
Poor people are not poor by chance; they are not poor through lack of personal merit; they are not poor because it is inevitable that someone be poor. Poor people are poor because some people who are not poor believe that it is a good thing to have some poor people around. Of course, many of the people who are not poor don’t believe this, but most of them have been led to believe that poor people are poor because they are bad, that poverty for some doesn’t affect everyone, that anyway poverty cannot be stopped, and that, even if it could, it would cost too much to do it.118

Unlike the academic-practitioner partnership which the Cahns initially proposed to help hurdle this barrier, Wexler ultimately concluded that the best thing that a poverty lawyer could do was to help this population organize.119 While he conceded that this was an unconventional role for an attorney, and in fact went against the profession’s training and norms, he argued that allowing the clients to rely overly on attorneys would foster a culture of dependence, particularly given that so many of their problems are really not legal problems.120 Thus, Wexler simultaneously critiqued the way in which poverty law is taught, raised the possibility of a more searching examination of the ways in which the law perpetuates poverty, and concluded that neither the academy nor practicing attorneys have a central place in ameliorating these problems.121

This wave of scholarship therefore retains a highly practical bent and focus; while it gives lip service to the role of scholars, education, and attorneys themselves, it is above all concerned with the best and most immediate way to address and ameliorate the systemic problems that cause and exacerbate poverty.122 Little of this is concerned with traditional legal scholarship in the sense of reasoned academic consideration and analysis of particular law or legal developments. In some sense these authors are visionary, completely rethinking the correct role of the law and lawyers as they relate to poverty.123 In other senses that vision is myopic, focusing on and deriving from the authors’ (and their clients’) experiences rather than on any more ambitious understanding or analysis of the law. There is a similar tension between these writers’ pioneering place in the first vanguard of poverty law and their ultimate pessimism about what they can accomplish through the law.124

118. Wexler, supra note 16, at 1053.
119. Id.
120. Id. at 1055–56.
121. Id. at 1050, 1053.
These “first wave” or “old scholarship” authors would, of course, be highly familiar with Tabitha’s situation—or at least, they would if she had a “legal problem” in the most traditional sense.125 They would likely not see her until her landlord refused to fix the heat or Social Security halted or reduced her payments. Even under those circumstances, however, the Cahns would likely tread lightly in this area of settled law.126 They might work to fix Tabitha’s immediate problems and to remedy what they could under the law as it stands.127 However, as Wexler correctly recognized, that would be at most a temporary reprieve from a life which the law itself systematically fills with sharp corners.128 The Cahns and Wexler ultimately agreed on the lawyer’s inability to change the overarching legal landscape in a case such as this one;129 while the Cahns initially suggested that this might be the province of scholars who could then influence policy, that vision did not come to fruition.130 In their later incarnation, they would have told Tabitha to work within community and grassroots organizations to effect larger change.131 Similarly, Wexler would have told her that the only solution was to organize with similarly affected individuals in order to highlight and center their common experience.132 An attorney could put a Band-Aid on an immediate problem, but low-income individuals needed to solve the longer-term issues themselves.133

B. Poverty Law Redux: Postmodernism Rises, the Lawyer’s World Shrinks

Poverty law appears to have largely vanished from both scholarship and teaching between the late 1970s and the late 1980s.134 Ruth Buchanan attributes this to a number of factors, including an unmooring of welfare rights attorneys from the grassroots they served; a retreat by the Supreme Court from the promise of its earlier decisions in the area; and the subsequent “dramatic alteration” in the very practice of poverty law.135

125. For purposes of this article, I am considering a “traditional legal problem” to be an issue between parties (which could include an institution) where either (1) one party has commenced or threatened to commence a judicial or quasi-judicial proceeding, such as an eviction or an administrative hearing or (2) one party has deprived or threatened to deprive the other of something, for which the appropriate remedy is a judicial or quasi-judicial hearing.
127. Id.
129. Cahn, Justice, supra note 16, at 946–47 (proposing neighborhood-based, community run organizations to ameliorate the “fundamental problems with which the neighborhood law firm is not equipped to cope and ... offer valuable auxiliary assistance in coping with those underlying deficiencies.”); Wexler, supra note 16 at 1053.
131. Cahn, Justice, supra note 16, at 950–60; see also Cahn, Justice, supra note 16, at 946–47.
132. See Wexler, supra note 16.
133. Id.; see also Cahn, Civilian, supra note 16.
In the early to mid-1990s, however, law schools and professors began once again to write about and teach this subject, and the “second wave” of poverty law scholarship appeared.136 A variety of factors appear to have fueled this scholarship. Academics have variously noted the importance of the emphasis on clinical education during this period,137 the rise of Critical Legal Studies in the academy,138 the (nominally) less hostile attitude to low-income individuals after the Reagan administration,139 and the establishment of the Interuniversity Consortium thanks to funding from the Ford Foundation.140

The new scholarship drew heavily on critical and postmodern theory in general, with particular emphasis on the writings of Foucault,141 and more specifically on the framework which Duncan Kennedy established for critical legal studies.142 While the initial and monolithic notion of “critical legal studies” had

136. Id. at 1031; Davis, supra note 13, at 1402-03; see Piomelli, supra note 11.
137. Trubek, supra note 11, at 984; see Davis, supra note 13; see Buchanan, supra note 17.
138. Alan Hunt, The Theory of Critical Legal Studies, 6 OXFORD J. LEGAL STUD. 1 (1986); see Trubek, supra note 11; see Davis, supra note 13.
139. Trubek, supra note 11, at 984 (documenting “renaissance” of poverty law scholarship in and after 1986); Buchanan, supra note 17, at 1000 (“after a decade in which the gap between rich and poor in America has widened dramatically and practitioners of poverty law have encountered repeated setbacks, one may see in an emerging wave of literature the elements of a nascent rebirth of the practice of law for poor people”); Piomelli, supra note 11, at 438 (“In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, a new stream of scholarship, specifically focused on the representation of lower-income clients, gained prominence in the literature on lawyering.”).
140. Davis, supra note 13, at 1402–03; Erlanger & Lessard, supra note 134; see Blasi, supra note 11. The Ford Foundation provided funding for the Interuniversity Consortium in 1988 in order to facilitate “conversations about the role of law schools in poverty law advocacy.” Davis, supra note 13, at 1402–03. However, while the Consortium was able to assist with poverty law teaching and scholarship, its ultimate conclusion was that “‘the potential contribution of academics is more limited than might have been originally hoped.’” Davis, supra note 13, at 1403 (citing INTERUNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM ON POVERTY LAW, TOWARD THE MOBILIZATION OF LAW SCHOOLS FOR POVERTY LAW ADVOCACY (1992) (final report to the Ford Foundation on Two Years of Activity, under grant 890-0427-1)).
142. James Gilchrist Stewart, Demystifying CLS: A Critical Legal Studies Family Tree, 41 ADEL. L. REV. 121, 128–30 (2020). Critical Legal Studies itself has been concisely defined as a branch of jurisprudence which insists that the law floats in a power medium. To reveal its truths, Critical Legal Studies makes extensive use of deconstruction, which is a method of critical analysis, to reveal the political and economic infrastructures and forces that produce the laws of our culture. . . . The visible is intensively scrutinized to allow access to what is initially invisible. The quest is for hierarchies, systems, motives and the allocation of values. The “text” (the surface) is cannibalized to reveal its fissures, contradictions and so forth. This work leads the critic to the hidden forces that gave rise to the text. . . . Critical Legal Studies stresses the law is largely indeterminate.

largely withered away by then, those writing about law and poverty used and adapted Kennedy’s paradigm, in much the same way that scholars writing about race and gender had done. This group of scholars referred to their work and practice by a variety of names, including “critical lawyering,” “rebellious lawyering” and “the theoretics of practice.”

The seminal texts from this period of scholarship focus on the different narratives which low-income clients and their attorneys tell about the clients’ lives; they use those narratives as a springboard to examine the dynamics and power balances between client and lawyer.

In one groundbreaking text, “Subordination, Rhetorical Survival Skills, and Sunday Shoes: Notes on the Hearing of Mrs. G.,” Lucie White describes a composite client who came to her for assistance in a public benefits overpayment case. The client, “Mrs. G.,” had received a $592 payment from her insurance company after she and one of her daughters were injured in a car accident. Although Mrs. G. had reported the payment to her caseworker and had been told she could keep and spend it, two months later she was notified that she had been overpaid and had been summoned to a hearing. When White—then a legal services attorney—was unable to settle the case, she prepared her client to testify at a hearing. After considering the competing narratives she could help Mrs. G. tell the hearing officer, White opted to have her client explain that she had spent the money on necessities, including food and hygiene supplies.

At the hearing, however, Mrs. G. explained that some of the “necessities” she had purchased were new Sunday shoes for her children; these did not fall within the statutory definition of “necessities” or within the narrative White had shaped. Mrs. G. lost her hearing and White filed an appeal; however, mere days after that the county decided to withdraw its claim in the name of “fairness.” When White told her client about the result, Mrs. G. simply said that she

---
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had wanted to “do the right thing.” White uses this story as a springboard to discuss the silencing, intimidation, and institutional objectification which the system perpetuates against vulnerable groups (particularly those who, like Mrs. G., are poor, Black, and female) and her own complicity in that system. Ultimately, she concludes that without significant public and professional education about the narratives subordinated groups and individuals tell, and without the evolution of a “post-bureaucratic” system, dependent on “diverse, localized institution-building activities that poor Black single women with children—citizens—undertake for themselves, on their own ground,” these narratives will continue to be drowned by the empirical majoritarian norms we claim to have adopted in the law.

White’s discussion is highly informed by Duncan Kennedy’s Critical Legal Studies framework and its heirs, critical gender theory and critical race theory, together with Kimberlé Crenshaw’s insights on intersectionality. This analysis of Mrs. G’s story is highly theoretical and academic. Nonetheless, White’s analysis is at bottom a practical, clinical, and client-centered discussion about representing clients and giving them voice—and it harkens back to Stephen Wexler’s conclusion, nearly two decades previously, that organizing, not lawyering, is the best antidote to the problems of low-income individuals.

Anthony Alfieri similarly uses the story of his Hispanic client Josephine V. to discuss “the tensions between suppression and resistance operating in daily poverty law practice.” Beginning in her seventh month of pregnancy, Mrs. V. attempted to navigate the bureaucratic labyrinth that would allow her to place her baby on her public benefits case immediately after birth. Initially Mrs. V. was given nine days to provide proof of pregnancy; when she brought that in, her case-worker told her that she would only need a “hospital letter” to add the baby to her case. Although Mrs. V’s benefit was not adequate to pay her rent, her case-worker simply told her to borrow money. After the baby was born, Mrs. V. was advised that she needed to wait for her daughter’s birth certificate; then that she had to fill out paperwork about the child’s father. Three months after the child’s birth, Mrs. V. was still not receiving
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benefits for the child; she had been forced to borrow from family, friends, and merchants and to pawn her wedding ring to buy basic necessities. After the baby was finally added to the budget at the age of four months, Mrs. V. requested an administrative hearing, seeking retroactive benefits to the date of her daughter’s birth and reimbursement of all out of pocket costs.

When Alfieri represented Mrs. V. at her hearing, at first she “carefully recounted” her story and explained the barriers that had been raised between her and the assistance she needed. In the face of skeptical questioning by the administrative law judge, however, she demanded, “Can I speak?” With the judge’s permission, Mrs. V. stated in her own words the frustrations she had endured, her caseworker’s dismissive attitude towards her, the financial difficulties she had suffered, and her belief that the caseworker should have understood that someone in her situation had pressing financial needs.

Alfieri uses Mrs. V’s story as an exemplar of resistance and rebellion—not only against the ALJ, but against the suppressive lawyer discourse which had informed their attorney-client relationship. Mrs. V. reclaimed her right to speak her own truth and experience, “as an impoverished Hispanic woman and mother living in a community actively engaged in practices of self-help and mutual aid.” Alfieri argues that the search for the “ethic of resistance,” typified by this type of moment, must be the collaborative goal of poverty lawyers and their clients. Again, Alfieri’s focus is on community, collaboration, and power in the world of a single client interaction and relationship.

These are representative of this wave of scholarship, which prioritized client voices and narratives and focused, in Ruth Buchanan’s words, on “the reinscription of clients as empowered subjects into lawyering practices,” “look[ing] to the everyday lives of subordinated people for moments of dignity and resistance.” The lawyer’s place is secondary to that of the client; while the attorney serves the important function of getting the client before the court or tribunal, the moment of truth comes when the client tells her story in her own words, refusing to abide by the norms and narratives suggested by society in general or by her
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attorney in particular. The question of whether the client ultimately prevails in
the legal matter is, like the attorney, secondary to that moment of rebellious
discourse.

This wave of scholarship, as exemplified by White and Alfieri, appears at
first glance to be abstract and theoretical. It is heavily informed by postmodern
and linguistic theories, as filtered through the legal academy, and the authors’ nar-
ratives and goals appear largely unconcerned with structural or even individual
change for clients.

A closer examination, however, shows that this wave of scholarship—like the
“first wave” or “old” scholarship—is fundamentally concerned with practice. It is
true that the seminal texts seek to bring theory to bear on one specific aspect of
client representation; nonetheless, they are situated firmly in the dynamics of
power between a practitioner, a client, and an adversary. Regardless of the theo-
etrics or paradigms they bring to bear on their experiences, these insights are
firmly situated within their direct representation of clients. Moreover, the
“new” scholarship is in many ways the spiritual heir to the “old” scholarship.

Where the Cahns and Wexler argued that lawyers should yield power to com-

munity groups or to a loosely organized segment of the community, the “new”
scholars argue forcefully that lawyers can and should best serve low-income
individuals by yielding the floor to individual clients.

Like the authors of the first wave of scholarship, the second wave authors are
practitioners and clinicians and thus would not have seen Tabitha until she had a
“legal” problem. While these scholars clearly understood the systemic nature
of the problems their clients faced, they were primarily concerned with their
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clients’ immediate needs—and within that, they were concerned with the dialectics and power structures of the competing narratives which they and their clients told.\(^\text{189}\) This group of scholar-practitioners would have considered whether the story they shaped for Tabitha served her immediate material needs at the expense of casting her as dependent or otherwise “less than,” and what the effects of that would be on her.\(^\text{190}\) What they would not have done is to use this individual case as a springboard to examine the way in which the various systems identified here act in concert to oppress people in Tabitha’s circumstances, and then to use those observations to inform not only their own practice, but scholarship and policy at large.

C. Rebelling Against the Rebellious Lawyer: A Third Tide Emerges

The second wave of scholarship almost immediately attracted critiques, including from those who generally supported its goals and paradigms.\(^\text{191}\) If this is not a completely distinct wave of poverty law scholarship, it is at the very least a powerful and opposing undercurrent.

At one end of this spectrum, Cathy Lesser Mansfield narrowly critiqued this strand of scholarship from a practitioner’s standpoint.\(^\text{192}\) Although she acknowledged that client stories are important and can be powerful, she argued that the reconstructive theoretics of practice completely missed the point of legal practice.\(^\text{193}\) In defending a traditional view and practice of poverty law, Mansfield argued that it was a mistake to forget why clients tell attorneys their stories.\(^\text{194}\) She further maintained that attorneys who believed that they “ha[d] the privilege of hearing clients’ stories for a greater purpose than to achieve legal results, and therefore . . . [became] caretakers of or conduits for uninterpreted and unabridged client story, aggrandize[d] and yet eviscerate[d] the role of the poverty lawyer[.].”\(^\text{195}\)

Mansfield’s argument for “traditional practice,”\(^\text{196}\) however, takes us back to the most narrow conception of poverty law: the technical understanding of statutes, regulations, and a body of law which particularly affect low-income
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individuals. While her understanding of the need for individual results and of the demands of direct service is an important part of this discussion, this conception of poverty law does not and cannot situate law and poverty in any context larger than one single client’s requirements. It does not and cannot acknowledge the importance of rebellious lawyering, or the reasons why this paradigm arose, or the reasons why clients’ voices must be heard. Indeed, Mansfield’s critique is so broad that to heed it fully would roll back several of the client- and community-centered arguments which the “old” writers made.

In a more comprehensive and sympathetic comparison of the “old” and “new” poverty law scholarship, Gary Blasi noted that the “new” scholarship made several of the same points as “old” scholarship, though from a different standpoint. He further characterized the “new” scholarship as being comprised of two distinct strands of research and writing: one by academics, which Blasi criticized as “too narrowly focus[ed] on the individual lawyer/client microworld,” and a separate one by law school clinicians, which he characterized as “not yet [having] progressed to analyses that transcend local experience.” While both types of the “new scholarship” depend heavily on narratives, Blasi differentiated between the types of narratives prioritized and argued that neither is sufficient in isolation. He singled out Barbara Bezdek’s article, Silence in the Court: Participation and Subordination of Poor Tenants’ Voices in Legal Process, for praise within the new scholarship, noting that she not only discussed the silencing of Black women in housing court, but connected that to larger narratives. However, Blasi also bemoaned the new poverty law scholarship which “would find [this article] the suitable end of a project, rather than the beginning.”

197. Id. at 895. Mansfield glosses over the power of storytelling by means of an anecdote about her failure to use a Navajo client’s story in court. On the one hand, she admits that her failure to present his understanding of the events was “[c]onstrained by [her] narrow and traditional interpretation of the word ‘evicted’” and that if she had “been willing to consider the usability of [her] client’s interpretations in advocacy, [she] might have been able to handle the case in a way that would have been more beneficial to [her] client.” Id. at 901. On the other hand, however, she considers it “likely” that this argument “might have failed in the face of the court’s technical definition of ‘eviction[].’” Id. at 901–02. But this underscores the limitations of Mansfield’s traditionalist stance; granted that explaining this might have failed, but it also might have allowed the judge to understand and account for the power differential between her client and his landlord.
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Blasi’s proposed solution was to use scholarship as “a functional substitute for [the] rare and limited conversations” which poverty law practitioners were and are occasionally able to carry out.205 He envisaged a scholarship which would both stem from practitioners’ insights and serve those same practitioners, as scholars “might be engaged in practice with both lawyer/advocates and poor people” and “unearth the past . . . and then communicate it back to others who can make some use of the understanding.”206 While Blasi’s vision for poverty law scholarship is broader and less centered on individual clients than Mansfield’s vision is, he nonetheless assumes that the ultimate goal and aim for this field is to assist practitioners.207

William Simon recognized the limits of the “second wave” scholarship in his 1994 discussion of what he called “progressive lawyering.”208 Simon traced the lineage of poverty law scholarship from Wexler to Gary Bellow to contemporary writing and pointed out that the attorneys’ goals and ambitions had shrunk over time.209 Simon contrasted Wexler’s advocacy for collective action in order to change a fundamentally unfair system, with Bellow’s argument that the attorneys should aggregate small individual lawsuits in order to encourage collective action and ameliorate those specific problems.210 Simon further contrasted Bellow’s call for collective empowerment in service of some degree of large scale change with the scholarship of the rebellious lawyers of the late 80s and early 90s, who argued for individual empowerment in the service of benefits that were “often as much psychological as they were material.”211

Simon specified that he admired the “poverty law practice” scholarship of the period and appreciated that it was “mak[ing] substantial progress towards the goal of bringing theory to bear on practice . . . informed by concrete knowledge of the texture of practice.”212 However, he also pointed out that “[a]t each stage in this remarkable evolution, the concern with lawyer oppression of clients has increased, while the scale of material and organizational ambitions has declined.”213 Simon argued that this was due in large part to the current national hostility towards low-income individuals and their attorneys and the difficulties of being a poverty lawyer during that period.214
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Simon identified three primary problems with the new poverty law scholarship, all of which spoke directly to the practice of law and representation of low-income individuals.215 First, he pointed out the impossibility of finding a useful role for the attorney without carrying out what the new literature would consider oppression.216 Second, he argued that not all attorney power consists of depression and alienation.217 And finally, Simon noted that the mantra of “organizing” as the panacea for low-income people simply did not take into account the inherent difficulty of group representation.218 How would the attorney resolve any conflicts without inserting his or her values and norms?219 How could the attorney select clients while remaining completely neutral and objective?220

Like the critiques levied by Mansfield and Blasi, Simon’s articulated concerns are deeply practical in nature. His critique rests on two assumptions: first, that poverty law scholarship is of value only insofar as it enhances the goals and interests of low-income clients; and secondly, that even the most abstruse poverty law scholarship is inextricably linked to the practice of poverty law.221

Comparing the second wave scholarship of this period with the critiques of that scholarship shows that they are essentially aligned in their goal: to expound and expand on theories that would explicitly aid poverty lawyers in their practices and, ultimately, assist low-income individuals.222 The disagreement between the two camps is really one of scope. The “second wave” scholars promote client voices and narratives and argue that highlighting those voices is one of the most important services attorneys can provide to their clients.223 Their critics do not fundamentally disagree that scholarship in this area should serve practice;224
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rather, they argue that the goals of both scholarship and practice should be more ambitious.\textsuperscript{225} These scholars, therefore, would strive to look at Tabitha’s situation and consider it on a larger scale than the “new” scholars would, possibly even before she had what might be considered a traditional legal problem. They would work to connect Tabitha’s situation to a larger narrative, although their scholarship does not uniformly suggest that this narrative should be interdisciplinary or collective.\textsuperscript{226} Their ultimate goal, however, would not necessarily be to highlight or analyze the over-regulation of this client or the ways in which the various parts of the legal and regulatory state acted upon her. Rather, they would take their insights about \textit{this specific case as it arose} back to their own practice and those of their colleagues in an attempt to inform and improve their individual or collective representation of low-income clients.\textsuperscript{227} They would not recognize that Tabitha’s story could inform theoretical or policy role in scholarship, assuming instead that its highest and best use is to assist poverty lawyers in their practice.\textsuperscript{228}

As discussed above, this wave of scholarship was supported by the Interuniversity Consortium on Poverty Law, which sought to bring together poverty law scholarship and practice.\textsuperscript{229} However, despite the close connection between theory and practice at this juncture, the Interuniversity Consortium ultimately “foundered on the difficulty of connecting theoretical work with direct client representation, and failed to articulate an empowering vision of the role of law and lawyers in social change on behalf of those clients,” while also concluding that “the potential contribution of academics [in the fight against poverty] is more limited than might have been originally hoped.”\textsuperscript{230} These attitudes and problems in turn arose in the context of ever more draconian restrictions on those legal services organizations which accepted federal funding,\textsuperscript{231} and interest in poverty law died down again.\textsuperscript{232}
D. Destroying Poverty Law in Order to Save It: The Fourth Wave

When academics again started writing about this field, fueled in part by new mechanisms for collaboration,233 they focused almost exclusively on pedagogy in this area—and a surprising number of them argued that the best way to teach poverty law was not to teach poverty law. For example, Martha Davis argued in 2007 that the fundamental questions underpinning poverty law were better addressed in the area of human rights law.234 This was in part a consumer-driven position, as she posited that “students now enter the academy yearning to prepare for international legal work, often on human rights issues, and often involving cross-cultural and interdisciplinary analyses.”235 Davis also argued that since human rights law “embrace[s] substantive rights to food, shelter, education, and other basic needs,” using this framework “opens up space in United States advocacy for a dialogue on these issues that is otherwise foreclosed by domestic law.”236

In that same year, Stephen Loffredo argued that poverty law should be an integral part of constitutional law courses.237 He acknowledged that questions and concerns about poverty and economic inequality had “faded from the constitutional law curriculum and from active scholarly review” and that it seemed “that each year the major constitutional law casebooks devote[d] fewer pages and less attention to the constitutional status of poverty and economic inequality.”238 Loffredo further acknowledged that the majority of students would never litigate a constitutional law issue and therefore suggested that the better justification for a constitutional law class was to “train . . . students not only as technical practitioners but also as ‘lawyer-citizens,’ many of whom will assume positions of public power and responsibility.”239 He believed that constitutional law classes were the “natural and indispensable venue for this broader training” and that the arguments for folding questions of poverty and economic justice into this area were “unanswerable.”240

Ten years later, Vaneeta Saleema Snow argued that the “justice gap,” which left many low-income individuals without attorneys, required that law schools integrate poverty law into individual substantive law classes.241 Although Snow said she was defining poverty law “in its broadest context” and acknowledged the influence of societal factors on poverty and opportunity, she nonetheless brought her “broad” definition back to the nuts and bolts of practice:
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[Poverty law] is legal representation and advocacy that addresses those impediments to low-income individuals, families, or communities being able to capitalize on financial opportunities. Poverty lawyers seek to uphold the human rights and dignity of people living in poverty, including the right to healthy food, habitable and affordable housing, property ownership, clean air, safe communities, accessible transportation, and meaningful access to the justice system. My definition also includes any area of law that touches the lives of individuals living in poverty.242

Snow noted correctly that low-income clients generally present with a multiplicity of legal issues, all of which affect each other, and that this requires poverty lawyers to understand and research a large breadth of substantive legal areas in order to effectively represent that client.243 She also argued persuasively that learning to identify and address these various legal issues would help students gain the issue-spotting competencies which the ABA has mandated and which the bar exam tests.244 However, having identified this as a valuable and necessary skill, Snow goes on to propose that poverty law be taught in the context of individual courses rather than in a unified way which helps students (and ultimately attorneys) understand and challenge the broader intricacies and interlocking laws and policies that act on low-income individuals.245 In particular, she argues that this would help teach the specific competencies expected of law students and prepare and encourage attorneys to perform pro bono work.246

Two things stand out about this period of poverty law scholarship. First, it is exclusively focused on practice and pedagogy. Secondly, even within those realms it has no room for a broader consideration of poverty and law; in every instance the question of poverty is folded into some other area of inquiry. Certainly, addressing poverty in law school at all is a necessary starting point for a scholarly inquiry or discussion of the broader societal issues which poverty brings with it. However, incorporating poverty into individual courses simply gives students an opportunity to consider how poverty plays into that specific set of rights and laws. While this may raise students’ awareness of the way the law treats poverty in these areas, and while it may encourage pro bono,247 this approach does not
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ultimately encourage challenging—rather than just knowing—the law.248

Davis’s proposal is more promising in that regard, in that she argues that viewing poverty law through a human rights lens would allow for a broader understanding of and dialogue about poverty.249 She also argues that while such a shift would not be helpful in American litigation, it could bring about a shift in public policy which would ultimately be more successful at ameliorating poverty.250 However, this approach also relegates poverty law to specific silos within this larger framework (for example, Davis singles out San Francisco’s use of CEDAW to consider the way in which it serves women),251 and her market-based argument leaves both poverty law and human rights law at the mercy of firms’, students’, and law schools’ changing beliefs and priorities.252 While legal pedagogy has an important place in poverty law, this strand of scholarship is therefore lacking in that it does not fully articulate the ways in which this approach will either inform a systemic understanding of poverty law or usefully inform practice.

These scholars’ approach to Tabitha’s case would at once be more and less broad than those of the previous waves. They would certainly use their knowledge of their specialized fields to situate her particular circumstances within a larger context, and they would likely do so before she had a “legal problem.”253 In that sense, these scholars would take a larger and contextualized look at Tabitha’s case, considering it as part of a larger set or system of laws rather than as an individual case or set of circumstances.254 Moreover, moving this inquiry from the office to the classroom in itself makes it a part of a more wide-ranging and perhaps a more mainstream discussion of the interaction between the law and poverty.

At the same time, however, these scholars would in effect pluck poverty law from the silo of practice only to silo it in their individual areas of expertise within the academy.255 Filtering this inquiry through constitutional law or property law, as Loffredo and Snow suggest,256 would help students understand how due process rights or property rights affect and perpetuate poverty.257 This would not, however, spark an interdisciplinary understanding or discussion of the systems which perpetuate and cause poverty. It would not foster or require cross-disciplinary examination of these systems, nor would it help students or scholars see the interconnection between these bodies of law. So while Loffredo might exhort his
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Constitutional Law students to consider the due process to which Tabitha is entitled before losing any of her benefits, and while Snow would ensure that a graduate knew that this client is entitled to a safe and habitable home, the ultimate outcome would be that these students were equipped to issue-spot in very specific areas of law within very specific settings.

Davis’s proposal to situate poverty law within human rights law is perhaps the most promising in that it could possibly locate a spectrum of laws within another spectrum of laws, rather than a single discrete area. She also argues that marrying poverty law and human rights law would equip students to make policy arguments for substantive change within the American systems of justice and distribution. Unlike any of the other scholarship around poverty law, this would force a big-picture examination of Tabitha’s relationship to specific bodies of law and how she is regulated by them. However, as Davis herself admits, this approach does not lend itself to litigation in the American system or to immediate change. While the type of policy shift she discusses is important, creative, and necessary, it is not equipped to either learn from or inform poverty law as it is currently constituted in the United States. Moreover, Davis’s arguments, like those of Loffredo and Snow, are focused squarely on legal education and pedagogy rather than scholarship. While this approach may ultimately foster a searching consideration of the entire constellation of laws governing and regulating low-income people, it is not suited to bridge the gap from pedagogy to theory to practice.

E. ClassCrits: A Separate Track of Inquiry

Although the ClassCrits began their work at approximately the same time as the third wave of poverty scholarship, and although they explicitly set out to consider socioeconomic status as an intersectional characteristic, their work stands separate and apart from poverty law scholarship. Despite this, it has much to add to this discussion.

258. Loffredo, supra note 19, at 1240; Snow, supra note 13, at 685–99. While Snow suggests that students should be presented with poverty law hypotheticals that require them to spot multiple issues, she does not explain how precisely the law schools would equip the students to do so. For example, as she correctly notes, a legal problem which presents as a landlord-tenant issue could easily implicate federal housing regulations and also state and federal public benefits regulations. Is the Property Law professor to assume that all students are currently taking an administrative law course which has covered the primary regulations governing low-income individuals? Is the professor expected to have the wherewithal to cover these areas under the aegis of property? Snow, supra note 13, at 699, 669–85. The idea is excellent from a pedagogical, social justice, and bar preparation point of view, but the specifics are unclear.

259. Loffredo, supra note 19, at 1248–49; Snow, supra note 13, at 668–85.
260. See Davis, supra note 13.
261. Id.
262. Id. at 1407–08.
263. Id. at 1408–09.
264. See id.
265. Id.
Like the “new” scholarship of the 1990’s, the rise of the ClassCrit movement and literature was informed by critical legal studies and its progeny: critical race theory, critical feminist theory, LatCrit, and queer theory. The ClassCrits also explicitly folded class into the concept of intersectionality: the understanding first articulated by Kimberlé Crenshaw that people who identify with two or more vulnerable groups will be disadvantaged in multiple ways, based on both or all those identities.

At the inaugural ClassCrit workshops in 2007, a group of progressive legal scholars gathered to “foreground economics in progressive jurisprudence and to reconsider longstanding assumptions and approaches in legal scholarship and practice’ around economic issues.” This project was explicitly conceived in order to “develop an alternative to the predominant discussions of ‘law and economics’ grounded in neoclassical economic theory and its denial of ‘class.’”

The participants began their discussions and analyses with a set of shared assumptions and understandings; perhaps most central to this work are (1) that law not only mediates between different actors but “shap[es], defin[es], and structure[es] social groups—framing people’s understandings, identity and actions—and the relations between them” and (2) that the law comes from hidden political choices, although it uses objective language and its own distinctive discourse both to mask these choices and to confer an “air of legitimacy” on the law and on the institutions it serves.

Similarly, these scholars understood “the market” in a fundamentally different way from those promulgating “law and economics”—not as a reified independent phenomenon but as a product of political, social, and individual choices. Just as with the law itself, these choices are both hidden and legitimated by the law which structures, organizes, and regulates “the market.”

The initial organizers also discussed the need to deconstruct the false notion of “class-blindness” as well as gender and color blindness. They noted five primary problems with these formulations. First, although these principles were intended to encourage equality, they have been “practiced and interpreted . . . to render law blind to the structured nature of inequality historically constructed.” Second, they “reinforce . . . assimilation to the . . . privileged norms of maleness, whiteness, and wealth or middle-classness.” Third, they complicate efforts to redress inequality and subordination because they promulgate the idea that the

266. Mutua, supra note 20, at 865; cf. White, supra note 18, at 4; Alfieri, supra note 18, at 635.
267. Crenshaw, supra note 159; Mutua, supra note 20, at 907–10.
268. Mutua, supra note 20, at 860.
269. Id. at 860–61.
270. Id. at 866.
271. Id.
272. Id. at 867–68.
273. Id. at 868.
274. Id. at 870–71.
275. Id. at 871.
276. Id.
subordinated “are getting something extra or asking for something more than those who are privileged.”

Fourth, when group inequalities are noticed, “this inequality is then portrayed as natural,” arising out of personal characteristics and choices. And finally, this discourse generally does not acknowledge the “power, privilege, and actions of the privileged group.” These beliefs and understandings underpinned the group’s goals and its scholarship moving forward.

Mutua laid bare the areas where the scholars disagreed about the shape and scope of the project, but she also set forth the areas of broad agreement. These included a commitment to exploring the ways in which “economic power controls people and the market, and distorts the market and the state.” The group agreed that its work must be interdisciplinary; it should include the work of progressive economists but must also be related to fields of study including “history, politics, culture, language [and] narrative.” As part of its commitment to praxis, the group also agreed that its analysis “should be informed by the actual practice and social justice efforts occurring throughout the country” and that “some portion of their written work [should be] accessible to the general public.”

One of the group’s final agreements was that their work “should go beyond poverty.” The workshop attendees agreed that studying law and economic inequality “was not simply about the study of law and poverty or the poor.” The group was clear that it was concerned about economically disadvantaged individuals and committed to studying poverty. However, the group determined that its interest was in economic inequality writ large—the ways in which law helps the privileged as well as the ways in which it disadvantages others.

The work of the ClassCrits is groundbreaking, but it remains theoretical legal scholarship. This is another point of divergence between the “second wave” of scholarship and the ClassCrits. The “second wave” scholars used critical theory
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282. Id. at 897.
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284. Praxis has been defined as “transcend[ing] the theory and practice dichotomy” by allowing an ongoing dialogue and feedback between personal experience and the theories that spring from that initial experience and are refined due to later and ongoing experiences. Buchanan, supra note 17, at n.140 (citing Elizabeth M. Schneider, The Dialectic of Rights and Politics: Perspectives from the Women’s Movement, 61 N.Y.U. L. REV. 589, 602 (1986)).
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290. Harris, supra note 21, at 632–33.
as the lens of a microscope, focusing on the interactions and narratives that drive the attorney-client relationship;\textsuperscript{291} the ClassCrits, however, have fashioned a telescope lens out of that same theory, training it on the broader economic and political forces at play. Although one of the ClassCrits’ stated aims was to work with activists,\textsuperscript{292} these groups do not appear to have been brought into the conversation in any serious way until 2015—and even then as a second thought.\textsuperscript{293} Despite the group’s stated emphasis on praxis, until 2016 the group’s output consisted solely of what Angela Harris called “diagnosis, the hallmark of the critical legal tradition.”\textsuperscript{294}

In 2015, the annual symposium contained a single paper which suggested a solution to an economic problem.\textsuperscript{295} In that paper, Elizabeth Carter suggested that low-income communities should work with rebellious lawyers to construct alternative economies;\textsuperscript{296} Harris referred to this as “an important new direction for ClassCrits” and “a . . . companion project, the pursuit of economic justice” which “open[ed] up new possibilities for the pursuit of economic justice outside elite-driven spaces.”\textsuperscript{297} Harris contrasted this with the overall mission of the ClassCrits:

ClassCrits scholars hope to get students, and ultimately the next generation of American lawyers, to see that the political and the economic are not two different realms subject to wholly different rules of governance. Rather, they are intimately intertwined with one another, and both are created and maintained by law. Several of the papers in this Symposium pursue this pedagogical agenda, continuing to point out that the emperor has no clothes.\textsuperscript{298}

If other families of poverty law scholarship lack a broad analytic vision, the ClassCrits make up for that. However, the work of these scholars has not made a successful leap from the academy to praxis or to practice, nor is it grounded in the experiences of low-income individuals in particular. Their insights as to the intersectional nature of class, as well as their broad systemic view of economic and

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{291} See generally Alfieri, supra note 18; White, supra note 18; Blasi, supra note 11.
\item \textsuperscript{292} Mutua, supra note 20, at 899; Desautels-Stein, supra note 20, at 652.
\item \textsuperscript{293} Bach & Jewel, supra note 285, at 779, 781–83.
\item \textsuperscript{294} Harris, supra note 21, at 632–33.
\item \textsuperscript{296} Id. at 676, 679–84. This particular proposal has strong echoes of the Cahns’ proposal that neighborhoods should be run to some degree by informal grass-roots institutions, as well as Edgar Cahn’s later proposal for “time dollars” as a medium of exchange. Cahn, Justice, supra note 16, at 950–54; Cahn, supra note 108, at 2137–44.
\item \textsuperscript{297} Harris, supra note 21, at 633–34.
\item \textsuperscript{298} Id. at 634.
\end{itemize}
political forces, therefore remain to be fully realized in the study and practice of poverty law.

Of all the movements and schools working with and around poverty law, the ClassCrits are the most apt to look at Tabitha’s circumstances and analyze the systems and policy choices which conspire to keep her poor and insecure. Their emphasis on political economy also gives this group of scholars the wherewithal to discuss the interlocking nature of the laws which are designed to regulate her actions and situation. However, their analysis is not explicitly grounded in or informed by her lived experience, nor is it overtly intended to propose or fuel policy or practical changes which would assist low-income people or those who work with them. The ClassCrits have made up for the earlier waves’ lack of systemic analysis, but they have not as of yet been able to bring this analysis to bear on the practice of poverty law.

**F. To Sum It All Up**

If poverty law has been a topic of study for two generations in human years, it has spanned five generations in scholarship years. The first four generations—the “old” scholarship of the early practitioners, the “new” critical or rebellious lawyers, the scholars who critiqued them, and the academics who followed that wave of scholarship—all focused on representing low-income individuals. Their priorities differed; while both the “old” and “new” scholarship emphasized client empowerment, the “old” scholarship stressed direct action and client organizing. By contrast, the “new” scholarship focused on the interactions between client and lawyer, honing in on the ways in which lawyers did (and whether they should) control their clients’ narratives and voices.

The third wave of scholarship reacted to the “new” scholarship by critiquing the paucity of its ambitions, questioning the efficacy of representation which so heavily prioritized client narrative over client results, and querying whether there was really a role for attorneys in this paradigm. Like the prior scholarship, its ultimate goal was to identify and deploy the best possible ways to represent low-income people. It is therefore ironic that this wave of scholarship ultimately halted because of the difficulty connecting scholarship to practice.

The fourth wave of scholarship is nominally focused on the pedagogy of poverty law, but ultimately its goals are practical. It seeks to educate and train a new generation of law students who are excited about helping low-income individuals
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(even if that means teaching them something other than poverty law); who will seek creative solutions; who will be good citizens of the legal and broader communities; and who have a firm understanding of the importance of pro bono work. 305

The ClassCrit movement, which I am here considering the fifth generation of poverty law scholarship,306 is the mirror image of the prior generations. Where those generations were highly practice-oriented, this scholarship is analytical and theoretical. Even the second wave of scholarship, which has common roots in the Critical Legal Studies movement and its heirs, was focused on how to bring those insights to practice.307 The ClassCrits’ mission, by contrast, is to analyze and use those insights to broadly deconstruct the American political and economic system, exposing the ways in which it creates and perpetuates divisions based on class, race, gender, and ethnicity.308 While one of the movement’s original goals was to use relationships with community organizations as an opportunity both to learn and teach, as of this writing this had not come to fruition,309 and the founders of the movement consider specific structural and prescriptive proposals to be a related but separate discipline.310

There has therefore been no body of scholarship which has explicitly set out to inform policy, scholarship, and practice by analyzing the intersections of the legal, regulatory, and administrative systems which form layers of regulation on the lives of low-income individuals. I here propose such a field: Systems of Poverty.

IV. SYSTEMS OF POVERTY

A. What Is Systems of Poverty?

This approach is both ambitious and collaborative. The first area of inquiry must be simply mapping the multiplicity of systems which act on or disproportionately affect low-income individuals under the color or threat of law. A partial list of these includes an alphabet soup of federal agencies—SSA,311 the IRS,312 HUD,313 HHS314—and their state counterparts (in New York these might include

305. See generally id.; Snow, supra note 13; Loffredo, supra note 19.
306. See generally Mutua, supra note 20; Desautels-Stein, supra note 20. I must add here the caveat that the ClassCrits’ stated and actual interests in political economy go beyond the ways in which the law affects low-income individuals, and I do not want to present their vision as unduly limited. Mutua, supra note 20, at 899. However, the fact remains that the ClassCrits’ unique attention to class of necessity includes considerations of the law and its structures as they affect low-income individuals.
307. See generally White, supra note 18; Alfieri, supra note 18; López, supra note 175; Blasi, supra note 11; Simon, supra note 18; Piomelli, supra note 11.
308. See generally Mutua, supra note 20; Desautels-Stein, supra note 20.
310. Harris, supra note 21, at 633–34.
311. The Social Security Administration.
312. The Internal Revenue Service.
313. Housing and Urban Development.
314. The Department of Health and Human Services.
the DOH,\textsuperscript{315} the DMV,\textsuperscript{316} OTDA,\textsuperscript{317} SSP,\textsuperscript{318} CPS,\textsuperscript{319} and DSS\textsuperscript{320} as well as more abstract systems such as the housing market, payday loan companies, rent-to-own companies, and the laws that regulate them.

It is not enough, as many have done, to consider the inadequacy of the social safety net alone and to propose ways in which it could be better.\textsuperscript{321} It is not enough to consider the adequacy of tenant protections (which of course vary dramatically among states)\textsuperscript{322} in a vacuum, or to consider whether a civil right to counsel would help those who are being evicted.\textsuperscript{323} It is not enough to look at a single puzzle

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Number} & \textbf{Description} \\
\hline
315 & The Department of Health. \textsuperscript{315} \\
316 & The Department of Motor Vehicles. \textsuperscript{316} \\
317 & The Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance. \textsuperscript{317} \\
318 & State Supplement Program. This is the agency which, under the broad umbrella of OTDA, is responsible for paying the state supplemental to recipients of SSI. \textsuperscript{318} \\
319 & Child Protective Services. \textsuperscript{319} \\
320 & The Department of Social Services. \textsuperscript{320} \\
321 & I want to emphasize that excellent and important work has been and is being done in this area, including discussions of areas such as bankruptcy, pandemic protections, and the unremunerated labor of women as integral parts of the social safety net. See, e.g., Leanne Fuith & Susan Trombley, \textit{COVID-19 and the Caregiving Crisis: The Rights of Our Nation’s Social Safety Net and a Doorway to Reform}, 11 U. MIA. RACE & SOC. JUST. L. J. REV. 159 (2021) (arguing that the pandemic highlighted the reliance of the United States on women as caregivers in lieu of a social safety net and suggesting structural reforms to better support caregivers); Frank Munger, \textit{Beyond Welfare Reform: Can We Build a Local Welfare State}, 44 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 999 (2004) (arguing in the wake of the “welfare reform” of the mid-90s that local communities and alliances should find ways to take over the functions served by the federal welfare programs and offering some examples); Richard J. Manski et al., \textit{Medicaid, Managed Care, and America’s Health Safety Net}, 25 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 30 (1997) (arguing that the managed care structures which were developed in a fee for service medical model are not appropriate for Medicaid and that the policy must be overhauled in general); Catherine R. Albiston & Catherine L. Fisk, \textit{Precarious Work and Precarious Welfare: How the Pandemic Reveals Fundamental Flaws of the U.S. Social Safety Net}, 42 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 257 (2021) (discussing the inherent problems with tying aspects of the social safety net to employment and arguing for specific changes to ameliorate these problems); Jaclyn Tweedy, \textit{Social Insecurity: A Proposal to Reform the United States Social Security Retirement System}, 28 IND. INT’L & COMP. L. REV. 129 (2018) (suggesting alternative models for Social Security retirement in the face of the Social Security fund’s approaching insolvency). My argument here is not that this scholarship is deficient, but rather that these specific issues are best considered in tandem, not in isolation. \textsuperscript{327} \\
322 & See, e.g., Lee Harris, \textit{Judging Tenant Protections: The Evidence from Enforcement of Landlord Penalties}, 42 U. MEM. L. REV. 149 (2011) (reviewing specified tenant protections in Connecticut and determining that they do not significantly assist tenants or disadvantage landlords); Andrea J. Boyack, \textit{Responsible Devolution of Affordable Housing}, 46 FORDHAM URB. L. J. 1183 (2019) (reviewing federal housing policy in light of the affordable housing crisis and suggesting specific federal interventions which might help); Kathryn A. Sabbeth, \textit{(Under)Enforcement of Poor Tenants’ Rights}, 27 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL’Y 97 (2019) (arguing that low-income people are unlikely to be able to have their substandard housing fixed because of their socioeconomic status and suggesting public, private, and market-based interventions). \textsuperscript{323} \\
323 & See, e.g., Kathryn A. Sabbeth, \textit{Housing Defense as the New Gideon}, 41 HARV. WOMEN’S L.J. 55 (2018) (analyzing New York City’s then-new right to counsel for eviction defendants, noting its importance to Black women in particular, and discussing its impact and weaknesses); Maria Roumiantseva, \textit{Patching the Patchwork: Moving the Civil Right to Counsel Forward with Key Data}, 36 J. C.R. & ECON. DEV. 199 (2022) (reviewing data with respect to right to counsel in civil litigation, with an eviction as a case study); Jennifer S. Prusak, \textit{Expanding the Right to Counsel in Eviction Cases: Arguments for and Limitations of “Civil Gideon” Laws in a Post-COVID-19 World}, 36 J. C. R. & ECON. DEV. 199 (2022) (reviewing data with respect to right to counsel in civil litigation, with an eviction as a case study). \textsuperscript{324}
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
piece and describe how it could be a more pleasing shape or a better color. Any serious consideration of poverty must join the pieces, look at the entire picture, and then discuss how these systems could work together to assist the human beings who they affect and regulate.

Laying bare the multiplicity of ways in which we choose to regulate low-income individuals is a preliminary step towards determining what their cumulative effect on low-income individuals is and whether that is a healthy, useful, or even intended effect. Only then can theory, policy, practice, and experience work together, in a fully realized way, to ameliorate the ways in which these bodies of law interlock to cause and exacerbate poverty.

A full systemic analysis of Tabitha’s situation, for instance, would of necessity consider the regulations governing the safety net and other benefits which might be available to her, as well as what practical barriers stand between her and them. It would fully consider the limits on assets and income for SSI recipients and what the practical effects of that are on her life. It would additionally review and consider the laws and practices governing available housing, including whether housing assistance or public housing is realistically available to her, how evictions are carried out, and how the jurisdiction regulates minimum property standards. It would consider how race, gender, ethnicity, and similar characteristics affect any and all of these areas. And having taken all these issues together, it would interrogate the intent and effect of these various systems, with a particular emphasis on ways they actively work against individuals and each other, and also offer policy solutions for how they might be fixed—not piecemeal, but as a part of a seamless whole with a full understanding of how each piece would affect the other.324 It is therefore a fundamentally different approach from any prior form of scholarship in this area.

This approach is rooted firmly in the practice of poverty law and the experience of low-income individuals. However, it also includes the ClassCrits’ understanding of class as an intersectional factor while singling out poverty (as opposed to economics writ large) for attention. It gives scholars an anchor to help bring theory to life, while requiring a collaborative and interdisciplinary approach and while respecting the truths, narratives, and experiences of low-income individuals and those who advocate on their behalf. And it not only allows for but requires an ongoing collaboration—not only among legal and other scholars in the many areas which regulate low-income individuals, but among academics, practitioners, community organizations, and policymakers.
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324. This is, of course, one single example based on one single hypothetical case; a very small sampling of other areas that can and should be scrutinized includes the criminal justice systems, with a particular emphasis on fines and fees; the family court and child protective systems; and the jurisdiction’s public transportation system. Scholarship of this type could also be carried out comparatively, as between two states or localities.
B. Why Not Poverty Law?

This paradigm can be, and quite possibly has been, an individual approach to teaching poverty law. However, the time has come for a new and holistic approach to poverty law scholarship, and for both practical and historical reasons this discipline should not be called “poverty law.” As discussed above, poverty law has generally been defined as some combination of the substantive body of laws with which low-income individuals interact; the practice of law on behalf of low-income individuals; and an understanding of the cultural humility325 needed to work effectively and compassionately with these individuals.326 While it is an important area of study in its own right, poverty law as we understand it has historically been intimately bound up with legal representation of low-income clients. I include here the first three waves of scholarship: the seminal works of the Cahns and Wexler; the second wave of scholarship which was largely devoted to analyzing the balance of power between attorney and client; and the third wave which critiqued the second wave on largely practical grounds.

These, in addition to the fourth wave’s debate on how best to teach this field in law school, are important questions which doctrinal faculty, clinical faculty, and practitioners should consider and discuss. I have no wish to discount either these questions or this substantial body of scholarship. However, these are fundamentally different questions from those which should form the nucleus of Systems of Poverty, and the writings in this area have been for different audiences.

Finally, this systemic scholarship will of necessity both learn from and assist practitioners. A legal scholar who does not have the perspective born of serving low-income individuals—whether through personal experience or through observation of or collaboration with practitioners—will have difficulty anticipating or recognizing all the various ways in which our legal systems coordinate to overregulate those living in poverty.327 Building this practical understanding of the
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325. I prefer the term “cultural humility” to “cultural competency.” For an explanation of the difference between these two terms, see Jann L. Murray-Garcia & Victoria Ngo give an explanation of the difference between these two terms:

Multiple professions have embraced cultural humility, the foundation of the scripts analogy, as an alternative to the goal of cultural competence as a training outcome. These professions recognize that the notion of “competence” implies a static endpoint and mastery, which is unrealistic in our national community’s increasing intersectionality, diversity, and historical, sociopolitical complexity. . . . Cultural humility de-emphasizes diversity training events and, instead, prioritizes the deep, ongoing identity work required to unlearn and interrupt the hurtful and exclusive performances of the -isms of a highly stratified society.


326. Buchanan, supra note 17, at 1000; Wizner & Resnick, supra note 72, at 1308–09; Fleming, supra note 73, at 1386; Long, supra note 74, at 783; Loffredo, supra note 19, at 1241–42.

327. I do not in any way mean to suggest that a single scholar can reasonably be expected to fully discuss and analyze multiple areas of law; this is why this must be a collaborative and interdisciplinary
experience of those living in poverty is thus an important part of this agenda. There are a variety of ways in which scholars have learned and can learn about these systems and interactions: these include in-court observations;328 interviews with legal services practitioners;329 and interviews directly with affected individuals.330

As things stand, practitioners and scholars from a variety of schools and viewpoints have noted, with good reason, the difficulties inherent in using legal representation as a tool to reform law, policy, or practice.331 Practitioners and clinicians working with low-income individuals have also stated that the “theoretics of practice” seem to have no real relationship to or place in their professional lives.332 This is, of course, exacerbated by what Paul Tremblay has called the “triage” or “emergency room” setting of most legal services offices.333

Systems of Poverty has the power and potential both to bridge this gap and to assist with reform of the “sharp legal things”334 which low-income people continually run into. The approach I here propose is rooted firmly in the lived experiences of low-income individuals and those who serve them, but it also contains room for more abstract concepts such as Greene’s “legal immobility,”335 and the theoretics of client/lawyer relations and domination. At the same time, this academic perspective and literature has the potential to bring these experiences to a broader policymaking audience, thus benefitting real-world change and reform in a way that has proven difficult through legal action alone.
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328. See, e.g., Bezdek, supra note 175.
330. See Sarat, supra note 1.
331. See generally Ressl-Moyer, supra note 92; Wexler, supra note 16; Cahn, Justice, supra note 16; Buchanan, supra note 17; Paul R. Tremblay, A Tragic View of Poverty Law Practice, 1 D.C. L. REV. 123 (1992).
332. Tremblay, supra note 331; see also Robert D. Dinerstein, Theoretics of Practice: The Integration of Progressive Thought and Action, 43 HASTINGS L.J. 971 (1992). In both critiquing and appreciating the theoretics of practice literature, Dinerstein (himself a clinical professor) quotes a colleague as follows:

Practicing poverty lawyers read [The] Clearinghouse [Review]—and that’s it. Any article in Clearinghouse is short, has few footnotes, and does what poverty lawyers need most: succinctly presents research which they don’t have time to do, in support of new theories which they are too exhausted to conceptualize.

Id. at 982.

Dinerstein also argues for a greater connection between theory and practice, concluding that while the theoretics of practice “has much to offer thoughtful practitioners and writers . . . it must confront honestly the difficulties that inhere in writing about the open-textured world of law practice: it must speak plainly to those practitioners who most need its insights; it must strive to capture the authentic voices of clients.” Id. at 988–89.
333. Tremblay, supra note 331, at 139–40.
335. Greene, supra note 23, at 767.
V. CONCLUSION

Scholarship that is explicitly about poverty law has taken a variety of forms and figures throughout its lifetime; however, none of those forms or figures has looked systemically at the ways in which various parts of the legal system collaborate to create and perpetuate poverty. Systems of Poverty, the discipline and approach I here propose, is an ambitious and collaborative form of scholarship which will allow for a stronger understanding of the multiplicity of forces which interact on low-income individuals while simultaneously allowing practitioners, academics, and policymakers to reach, teach, and learn from one another.